Harvey F. Silver, has been named one of the 100 most influential teachers in the United States.
He has conducted numerous workshops for school districts and state education departments throughout
the United States. He was the principal consultant for the Georgia Critical Thinking Skills Program and the
Kentucky Thoughtful Education Teacher Leadership Program. Silver is the author of several educational
bestsellers, including So Each May Learn: Integrating Learning Styles and Multiple Intelligences and
Teaching Styles and Strategies. With Richard Strong, Silver developed The Thoughtful Classroom—a
renowned professional development program based on the commitment to “make students as
important as standards”. He has conducted numerous workshops for school districts and state education
departments throughout the United States.

TOOLS FOR THOUGHTFUL
ASSESSMENT
Harvey Silver, Abigail Boutz, Joyce Jackson, Matthew Perini •
9781743300602

Today’s educators know that assessment means more than
assigning and grading student work. They know assessment is an
ongoing process that involves regularly gathering information about
student learning, using that information to make better instructional
decisions and helping students take responsibility for their own
learning. To do this work thoughtfully, teachers need a collection of
effective assessment techniques that will integrate seamlessly into
their everyday instructional practice.
Tools for Thoughtful Assessment is that collection. Containing over
75 easy-to-use tools that help teachers at all year levels, it will
enable teachers to respond to the key challenges associated with
classroom assessment. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing learning targets
Checking for understanding
Providing effective feedback
Using writing as an assessment tool
Differentiating assessment practices
Building self-assessment and goal-setting skills

Tools for Thoughtful Assessment is the ideal resource for any
teacher looking to enhance their assessment strategies, and help
their students to become reflective learners.

TC0602 • $39.95

TOOLS for Promoting Active, In-Depth Learning
Harvey Silver, Richard Strong, Matthew Perini • 9781743300596

This best-selling book, Tools for Promoting Active, In-Depth Learning, includes eightyfive classroom-tested, research-based and ready-to-use techniques that will transform
your classroom into an active, energised space. With these tools, educators can learn
how to engage students in the classroom, help students to develop critical thinking
skills, and inspire all students to complete work to the best of their ability.

TC0596 • $39.95

Task Rotation: Strategies for
Differentiating Activities and Assessments by
Learning Style

Reading for Meaning: How to Build
Students’ Comprehension, Reasoning, and
Problem-Solving Skills

Harvey Silver, Joyce Jackson, Daniel Moirao •
9781742391601

Harvey Silver, Susan Morris, Victor Klein • 9781742399614

Focusing on Task Rotation, a strategy that provides
teachers with a manageable and highly effective
way to differentiate learning activities and formative
assessments via learning styles. With this book you
will: Learn the four major learning styles and consider
your own learning-style preferences; Examine a range of teacher-designed Task
Rotations that show how the strategy can be used to scaffold student learning
and conduct formative and summative assessments; Experience model Task
Rotations and learn from sample lessons and planning forms designed by other
teachers; Design a Task Rotation for your own classroom; Examine student
work and use your findings to plan next steps in using tasks in style to improve
student thinking and learning.

Here’s a guide that makes it easier to implement the
Reading for Meaning strategy from our ultimate guide
to teaching strategies, The Strategic Teacher. When
you and your colleagues want to explore more ways
to help students understand what they read, make
inferences and support their thinking with evidence,
this book is your ideal tool. Use the sample lessons, student examples and
planning forms with your professional learning community (PLC) to: Understand
the thinking skills that students use; Learn how to use Reading for Meaning
statements; Plan a complete Reading for Meaning lesson; Use student work to
plan next steps in building their reading, thinking and comprehension skills.

119614 • $23.95

110129 • $22.00

Compare and Contrast
Harvey Silver • 9781742397146

A Strategic Teacher PLC Guide:
Inference
Harvey Silver, Matthew Perini, Thomas Dewing •
9781742392134

Inference is an innovative professional development
tool called a Strategic Teacher PLC Guide. Designed
in partnership with schools, these guides aim to bring
high-impact, research-based instructional practices
into every classroom. Each guide serves as a complete
professional development resource for professional
learning communities to plan and implement the strategy in classrooms. Inference
gives opportunities to incorporate inference-based activities into class instruction.
It contains sample inference lessons and planning forms designed by teachers and
examines student work at various levels of proficiency.

This guide makes it easier and more effective
for teams of teachers to engage in professional
development using the Compare & Contrast strategy.
Included in the guide are activities, sample lessons,
student work examples, planning forms and learning
tools. This PLC Guide takes you and your colleagues
on a “guided tour” of the Compare and Contrast
strategy, enabling you to: explore the principles and
classroom phases that make it such an effective strategy; experience a model
lesson using the strategy and learn from sample lessons; plan a complete lesson
using the strategy; reflect deeply on your lesson and expand your use of the
strategy; and examine student work at various levels of proficiency, and use
your findings to plan next steps in building students’ comparative analysis skills.

110126 • $19.95

112027 • $23.95
POSTER: Compare and Contrast
Harvey Silver • 9781742397191

POSTER: The Interactive Lecture
Harvey Silver • 9781742397207

This large and easily displayable poster is a
companion piece to Harvey F Silver’s book ‘Compare
and Contrast: Teaching Comparative Thinking to
Strengthen Student Learning’ and illustrates the Four
Phases of a Successful Comparison, as outlined in the
book itself, for quick and easy reference in classroom
scenarios.

This large and easily displayable poster is a companion
piece to Harvey F Silver’s book ‘The Interactive Lecture:
How to Engage Students, Build Memory, and Deepen
Comprehension (A Strategic Teacher PLC Guide)’ and
illustrates the Four Keys to Memory’s CODE, as outlined
in the book itself, for quick and easy reference in
classroom scenarios.

110125 • $19.95

110128 • $19.95
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Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
Series: Questioning Styles and
Strategies

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
Series: From Note Taking to
Notemaking

Harvey Silver • 9781743300619

Harvey Silver • 9781743300626

Questioning Styles and Strategies has everything a
teacher needs to master effective questioning in their
classroom. These tools and strategies can be used in
any classroom of any level and in any learning area. Over
four sessions, teachers will learn about the research
and principles behind effective questioning; the four
research-based questioning tools; how to design and
deliver question-rich lessons and units, and how to analyse student work and other
classroom artefacts to improve instructional decision making.

TC0619 • $24.95

From Note Taking to Notemaking has everything a teacher
needs to master the strategy of Notemaking, in turn
strengthening their students’ learning in the classroom.
These tools and strategies can be used in any classroom
of any level in any learning area, which makes it the
perfect PD tool for any school. This supplementary pack
includes: • A classroom poster: Ideal for helping students master strategies and
techniques. • A Workcard: A quick reference tool for implementing the strategy. •
A Workbook/Resource Guide: Includes everything each teacher needs to master the
strategy through four interactive sessions.

TC0626 • $24.95

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
Series: Questioning Styles and
Strategies (SUPA PAK)

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
Series: From Note Taking to
Notemaking

Harvey Silver • 9781743300640

This is the base kit needed for professional
development. It includes a kit folder, resource guide,
workcard, poster and DVD that leads teachers step-bystep through their resource guides. Resource guides
for each teacher are bought individually depending on
needs.

TC0640 • $150.00

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
Series: Classroom Curriculum
Design

(SUPA PAK)

Harvey Silver • 9781743300657

From Note Taking to Notemaking has everything a teacher
needs to master the strategy of Notemaking, in turn
strengthening their students’ learning in the classroom.
These tools and strategies can be used in any classroom of
any level in any learning area, which makes it the perfect PD
tool for any school. This is the base kit needed for professional development. It includes
a kit folder, resource guide, workcard, poster and DVD that leads teachers step-by-step
through their resource guides.

TC0657 • $150.00

Harvey Silver • 9781743300633

Classroom Curriculum Design is a collaborative resource
that delves into the research behind effective lessons and
units, followed by five separate tutorials on instructional
design and how to implement it into your classroom. This
kit includes a kit folder, resource guide, workcard, poster
and resource CD that has digital versions of design plans
and example assessment tasks.

TC0633 • $150.00

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
Series: Cracking Vocabulary’s CODE
(SUPA PAK)

Harvey Silver • 9781743300589

This is the base kit needed for professional development.
It includes a kit folder, resource guide, workcard, poster
and DVD that leads teachers step-by-step through their
resource guides. Resource guides for each teacher are
bought individually depending on needs.

TC0589 • $150.00

The Strategic Teacher: Selecting
the Right Research-Based
Strategy for Every Lesson
Harvey Silver, Richard Strong, Matthew Perini • 9781741705515

This guide gives you 20 of the most reliable teaching
strategies for every year level and subject, with dozens
of variations and clear steps and examples for how to
implement them. To help you choose the right strategy, the
authors include a Strategic Dashboard that makes it easy for
you to match your strategy to your instructional objectives.

107059 • $29.95

03 8558 2444

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series:
Word Works: Cracking Vocabulary’s CODE
Harvey Silver • 9781743300572

From the Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series
is a helpful resource for teachers that looks at
vocabulary and ways to help students develop
skills to learn new academic concepts and terms.
Teaching vocabulary directly to our students is one
of the most important instructional decisions we can
make. At the centre of Word Works is a four-phase
teaching and learning framework known as CODE,
which teaches students how to Connect to new
terms, Organise terms into meaningful categories, Deep Process the most important
terms, and Exercise new terms so they enter students’ permanent memories.

TC0572 • $24.95

The Strategic Teacher, DVD
Harvey Silver • 9781743302385

One of the greatest challenges facing schools today is the
push to raise the expertise of teachers. But if teachers are
going to become experts, they need proven strategies and
the training to make them work – plain and simple. In The
Strategic Teacher, renowned education consultant Harvey
Silver illustrates practical ways to make this happen in
your school. Join Harvey as he showcases educators from
across the United States who have used these strategies
to transform their classrooms and schools into places full
of a passion and joy for learning. The video features: • Teachers who are using proven
strategies to build student comprehension, inference and critical thinking skills. • School
leaders who are helping teachers acquire the expertise needed to use these strategies
effectively. • Students whose lives as learners have been changed by the commitment their
teachers and school leaders have made to improve instruction using The Strategic Teacher.

610137 • $219.00
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TC0602

TOOLS for Thoughtful Assessment

$39.95

TC0596

TOOLS for Promoting Active, In-Depth Learning

$39.95

107059

The Strategic Teacher: Selecting the Right
Research-Based Strategy for Every Lesson

$29.95

610137

The Strategic Teacher, DVD

110129

Task Rotation: Strategies for Differentiating
Activities and Assessments by Learning Style

$22.00

119614

Reading for Meaning: How to Build Students’
Comprehension, Reasoning and ProblemSolving Skills

$23.95

110126

Compare and Contrast

$19.95

112027

A Strategic Teacher PLC Guide: Inference

$23.95

TC0619

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series:
Questioning Styles and Strategies

$24.95

TC0640

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series:
Questioning Styles and Strategies – SUPA PAK

$150.00

TC0633

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series:
Classroom Curriculum Design–SUPA PAK

$150.00

TC0626

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: From
Note Taking to Notemaking

$24.95

TC0657

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: From
Note Taking to Notemaking–SUPA PAK

$150.00

TC0572

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: Cracking
Vocabulary’s CODE

TC0589

13-074-05

$219.00

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

INVOICE

❍ Please invoice school/institution (official purchase order must be supplied)
Purchase order number: _________________________________________
CREDIT CARD

$24.95

Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: Cracking
$150.00
Vocabulary’s CODE– SUPA PAK

1120128 POSTER: The Interactive Lecture

$19.95

110125

$19.95

POSTER: Compare and Contrast
TOTAL (Including freight): $

❍ School/organisation credit card ❍ Personal credit card
❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)
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Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____ CVV: _____
Signature: ___________________
CHEQUE

❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that
you can pay by credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker
Brownlow Education, you can now order online
and pay using that account.

• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.hbe.com.
au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged returns for
full credit or refund. Posters are for firm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and
return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and
$15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.
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+61 3 8558 2400

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
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